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ChapterChapter 6. Singular Points of Transaction (II): "What Are Poets for?" The
AuthorityAuthority of Literature

TheThe Iterated Authority in Molloy
Wee have seen that on Derrida's account, in the singular literary work, archiving and
critiquee occur in one and the same gesture. The singular marks gathered in a work
obeyy (organize themselves according to) the singular law that they produce
themselves.. To employ the words of Derrida's essay "Force of Law," each of those
eventss is potentially an "ungraspable revolutionary instant" that produces a law by
"inscrib(ing)) iterability in originarity, in unicity and singularity."486 Derrida, who in
"Forcee of Law" (where he explores the grounds of legal authority) repeatedly refers to
hiss earlier essay on Kafka and literature,487 himself seems to invite an analogy
betweenn his analysis of the authority of the law (Benjamin's "Gewalf46*) and that of a
literaryy work. In the framework of that reading, every element of a literary text may be
seenn as opening a series that will give rise to a new law, a subversive interpretation
off the text. The same counts for the literary work as a whole with respect to the
institutionn of literature: a subversive work of literature enters the literary institution in
ann act of institutive, law-making violence. Analogously to Derrida's discussion of "the
laww of the law" (that poses the question of the authority of both the law and the
subversivee moment that overthrows that law and produces its own), a question can
bee posed: what is it that gives the subversive literary work its "right" to enter into and
modifyy the literary institution?
Ass Derrida demonstrates, the institutive, revolutionary violence cannot in all
purityy be distinguished from the conserving, law-preserving violence that enforces the
formerr in a gesture of repetition. In the end, the distinction between a singular break
withh tradition and a gesture of conforming to that tradition is difficult to make, since
theyy both share the effects of iterability:

4866

Derrida, "Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation of Authority," 41/ Force de loi, 98-99. Walter Benjamin,
SelectedSelected Writings Volume 1 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996), 236-252.
Derrida, "Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation of Authority," 7,12/21,30. The expression "legitimate
fictions,"" also from Monatigne, is used by Derrida to refer both to literature (as the incipit to Kafka's "Before the
Law,"" 183/87) and to the law of a revolutionary instant ("Force of Law," 12/30). Also, see "legal fiction" in Jacques
Derridaa and James Trilling, "La Veilleuse," James Joyce ou l'écriture matricide, (Belfort: Editions Circé, 2001), 21.
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For the discussion of "Gewalt" in Derrida see Giovanna Borradori, Philosophy in a Time of Terror (Chicago and
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[r]igorouslyy speaking, iterability precludes the possibility of pure and
greatt founders, initiators, lawmakers" - including "great poets.489

Thee authority of the law (and the ground of the claim a literary work can make on the
communityy of readers) cannot thereby be sought in the moment of its origin, Setzung.
Yett Derrida does not conclude from this that authority is in any straightforward way
unfounded.. To the contrary, in his essay on Benjamin Derrida pursues what he,
followingg Montaigne and Pascal calls "the mystical foundation of authority."490 While
thee expression appears in a discourse on the revolutionary "coup de force" that
initiatess a new law, its definition is just as relevant for a subversive literary work.

Noo justificatory discourse could or should insure the role of
metalanguagee in relation to the performativity of institutive language.
(...)) Here the discourse comes up against its limit: in itself, in its
performativee power itself. It is what I here propose to call the mystical.
Heree a silence is walled up in the violent structure of the founding act.
Walledd up, walled in because silence is not exterior to language.491

Itt is easy to point here analogies to Derrida's discourse on literature: whereas in the
"institutivee language" of revolution "the discourse comes up against its limit," the
subversivee works of literature "make the limits of our language tremble."
"Metalanguage"" is declared by Derrida to be just as powerless with respect to the
"institutivee language" of Beckett as with respect to, say, any general strike.492 But
moree significantly, the fragment quoted above indicates what for Derrida functions as
thee "mystical foundation of authority": a "silence (...) walled up in language," the
spacingg of originary language, in other words, what Derrida elsewhere calls
différance.différance. This original division of any singular moment precludes the possibility
anyy pure origin, but at the same time, in virtue of the same self-reproductive division,
aa law-making movement of iteration is put in motion. The latter allows the nonLondon:: The University of Chicago Press, 2003), 165.
Derrida, "Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation of Authority," 44/105.
Derrida, "Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation of Authority," 11.1 am leaving out of the scope of this
discussionn what Derrida, in his examination of Benjamin calls "the other mystical foundation of authority," God.
4911
Derrida, "Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation of Authority," 14.
4922
Derrida, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 60.
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originaryy beginning to repeat itself and in this way to set up its own authority. In other
words,, authority is an effect of the impossibility of its own pure origin.
Inn the same essay, Derrida underlines that the main interest guiding his
examinationn of the "mystical foundation of authority" is his interest in what he
variouslyy addresses as the question of "power" or "force" (the gathering force that is
att the same time the force of law)493 that in turn is always a question of difference
("différance("différance is a force différée-différante"4**). When we keep in mind the almost
tautologicall relation between "force" and phenomenon ("by its very articulation force
becomess a phenomenon"),495 Derrida's interest in "the force of the event" of a
singularr literary work turns out to be at the same time an interest in the literary work's
phenomenality,, or rather in the deferral of its phenomenality ("force différée"). The
authorityy of both law and literature is directly linked to their deferred phenomenality.
Thee "force" of the work, just like "the Law" in Kafka's parable is always
deferred,, is never present as such, but this deferral is at the same time a condition of
itss authority. The literary text that we attempt to enter in reading (analogously to the
mann from the country who wants to enter the law) defers the phenomenality (not only
inn the sense of referent but also in the sense of meaning) of what it promises, urging
uss instead to go on reading: in this way the deferred phenomenality, deferred
foundationn of authority produce effects of responsiveness and responsibility.
Itt is because of this deferral that we can speak of the responsibility of the man
fromm the country - and of the reader. If the law were something immediately present
andd given as such there would be no need for responsibility. The latter presupposes
distance.. Living "in the presence of law" would paradoxically mean parting with
responsibility.. The greater the possibility of irresponsibility (in the situation of the
deferrall of the law as much as in the situation of the deferral of meaning) the greater
thee ability to be responsive is called for. Literature, in demanding responsiveness
(deciphering,, interpretation) even though it carries the risk of the worst betrayal ("la
piree trahison"496), calls for something that resembles the highest degree of
responsibilityy ("hyper-responsabilité"497).

Seee my Introduction.
Derrida,, "Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation of Authority," 7/20.
Derrida,, Writing and Difference, 27/45.
Derrida,, Sur Parole; Instantanés Philosophiques, 25.
Derrida,, Sur Parole; Instantanés Philosophiques, 24.
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Iff indeed it is the case that the work of literature can be seen as the singular
producingg its own law (by gathering its iterations) then we come to a certain
conclusionn about the production of authority in the literary work: the work comes to
appearr to us as a literary phenomenon by repeatedly inciting affirmation or
responsiveness.. Having shown how the iterations of the always already divided
singularr produce effects of authority in literature, I now feel permitted to claim that
issuess of authority are what is really at stake in Beckett's work. In the first chapter I
arguedd that the task of the gathering of the singular in Beckett seems more often
thann not to be subordinated to, and overridden by issues of authority. I suggested
that,, since the archiving aspect of literature both presupposes and clouds the relation
off power, destroying or overlooking the archive permits one to emphasize what is
underr scrutiny, precisely, authority - or in other words phenomenality, the subversive
literaryy work's coming to appear as such.
Beckett'ss novel Molloy, in which the mysterious Youdi summons his "agent"
Jacquess Moran to set out on a journey in search of the tramp Molloy, can be read as
aa novel about writing and authority. The first part of the novel, the wandering of the
trampp Molloy that brings the representatives of the law to a state of exasperation
providess the background for the setting of part two, in which Youdi through the
messengerr Gaber orders Moran to find Molloy and write "a report."498 I suggest
readingg this novel as a playful allegory, a pastiche on the medieval parable, where
thee characters are the personifications of agencies involved in the process of writing.
Molloyy is the recalcitrant presence of the sensible that has to be captured in
language,, Youdi - the source of the obligation to write, Gaber - a transmitter of
Youdi'ss absolute authority, and Moran - (initially) the blind force charged with the
executionn of orders that Blanchot calls the "hand holding a pencil."499
Youdi'ss name, glossed by Martha Nussbaum as a conjunction of "you" and
5000

"die,"

makes each case of its utterance a pure address. Instead of referring to its

bearer,, this name, by saying "you," is cast back at everybody who hears or reads it;
thee announcement or constatation "you die" is both singular and universal. "You die"
(castt back at Moran by Gaber "with corpse fidelity to the letter of [Youdi's]

4988

Beckett, Trilogy, 72.
Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature, trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982),
25. .
5000
Nussbaum, "Narrative Emotions: Beckett's Genealogy of Love." See also Simon Critchley, Very Little... Almost
Nothing;Nothing; Death, Philosophy, Literature (London and New York: Routiedge, 1997), 143.
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messages"501)) is at the source of Moran's duty to find Molloy and to write a report. We
cann conclude from this that in Beckett's novel the relationship between death and
writingg is symmetrical: not only is the death of the author always presupposed by
writingg as a necessary possibility (as Foucault, Blanchot and Derrida argued, among
others),, the suspended threat of the oncoming death (Blanchotian L'arrêt de mort) is
alsoo at the source of the obligation to write. (Incidentally, Derrida indicates death as a
sourcee of responsibility in very similar terms:

II keep recommencing the same story differently. (...) Each time I take
thee responsibility I can. For this injunction to discontinue would be
nothingg but an arrest of death. (...) This is what causes one to write, it
iss this which both makes possible and threatens everything.502

Youdi'ss name as the singularizing authoritative moment has its extension in the
messengerr Gaber (who transmits the orders issued by Youdi). Gaber's function,
similarr to that of the doorkeeper in Kafka's "Before the Law," is to stand in the
openingg of the unique door of responsibility "meant only for you."503 It has been
repeatedlyy pointed out that Gaber may mean the "giver" (taking into account the
possiblyy German provenance of the name) and that his name bears resemblance to
thatt of Archangel Gabriel (the carrier of Annunciation, who, as Moran stipulates,
madee Mary "conceive through the ear"). In both senses indicated here Gaber's name
mightt suggest that he brings some God-like inspiration (with writing as the moment of
conception504).. However, there is a shift in emphasis here with respect to what writing
is:: what Gaber brings is not so much any content ("inspiration") as a mere obligation
(hee does not bring anything except an order, a demand). "I was looking for what was
wantingg to make Gaber's statement complete. I felt he must have told me what to do

5011

Beckett, Trilogy, 115, emphasis mine.
"[J]e ne cesse recommencer la même histoire différemment. (...) [J]e prends chacque fois la responsabilité
quee je peux. L'arrêt de cette (...) injunction ne peut être qu'un arret de mort. (...) c'est 9a qui fait écrire: c'est ce
quii a la fois rend possible et menace tout." Derrida, Sur Parole; Instantanés Philosophiques, 27, translation mine.
For,, as Moran says, "each agent had his own particular messenger, and ... each messenger had his own
particularr agent" (Beckett, Trilogy, 107). The relation between death and responsibility in Beckett resembles
stronglyy one that we encounter in Kafka and Heidegger. Contrary to Kafka's doorkeeper, Gaber, instead of
preventingg the man from entering the law, comes himself to bring the order. However, his position as
intermediary,, who both hides and reflects the top of the hierarchy of power is the same.
5044
Strangely enough this "conception through the ear," (that in Derrida'ss vocabulary can immediately be placed
togetherr with voice as breath, as life and as presence: la "parole soufflée") is brought about by Gaber's "corpsed
transmissions"" (put down in writing and "faithful to the letter").
5022
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withh Molloy once he was found."505 In the text, Gaber, "the giver of death" is that
authoritativee instance (whose force is guaranteed by the highest authority of Youdi)
whichh both initiates and completes the process of writing: Gaber's appearances are
thee punctual encounters with death that gather the novel and give it its form. If Moran
iss the "hand holding a pencil," described by Blanchot in his passage on "Tyrannical
Prehension,"5066 then Gaber is the other hand. Moran, just like "the hand holding the
pencil"" that cannot let go because it is not really in control, will compulsively continue
hiss pointless wandering until he is ordered to stop. Gaber, in his function of the
Blanchotiann arret de mort507 not only made Moran to set out on his journey, in the
endd he also summons him to give up his search. The full entry in Gaber's notebook
onn that visit reads: "Moran, Jacques, home, instanter." Like all other entries, this one
reiteratess Youdi's order, namely for Moran to return home immediately — yet the
repetitionn has a singular effect here. On an earlier occasion we are told that Youdi
usess the prophetic present, in other words his utterances function in two tenses
simultaneously,, the future and the present merged into one. If this is the case then
thee phrase "Moran, Jacques, home, instanter" can be read in two ways: not only as
ann order to be realized in the future but also as a present-tense description. We must
nott forget that the first time Gaber utters those words in response to Moran's
question:: "you recognize me?" The answer sounds like an entry in a questionnaire
(lastt and first name, address, profession...) and thereby as an automatic token of
recognition:: "Moran, Jacques, home, instanter." If this reading is plausible then
Morann is not only an "agent," the "hand holding a pencil" but also someone with the
curiouss profession of "instanter," the performer of instants, singular moments or
raptures,, that are at the same time instances (in the sense of "institutions") of law.
Thiss is the essential characteristic of the writer - and Moran, despite his protests ("it
iss not at this late stage of my relation that I intend to give way to literature,") became
one.. 508

Mbb

Beckett, Trilogy, 137.
Blanchot uses the term tyrannical prehension to refer to a type of compulsive behaviour that makes the writing
personn squeeze the pencil instead of letting it go, a phenomenon explained by a drive to mastery that governs the
handd in its vain effort to remain in control of something that is beyond control. The hand cannot release the pencil
"becausee what it holds it doesn't really hold; what it holds belongs to the realm of shadows and is itself a shade."
Thee real mastery characterizes the other hand: "the one that doesn't write and is capable of intervening at the
rightright moment to seize the pencil and put it aside" Blanchot, The Space of Literature, 25.
Inn his essay Survivre, Derrida gives a similarly allegoric reading of Blanchot's novel L'arrêtde mort. Also there
characterss function as agencies or 'events' involved in the process of writing. Jacques Derrida, "Living On: Border
Lines,"" in Deconstruction and Criticism, ed. Harold Bloom (London: RoutJedge, 1979).
5088
Beckett, Trilogy, 109,152.
5066
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Thee reference above to the Gift of Death, Derrida's essay on (among other
things)) the story of Jahweh, Abraham and Isaac is not accidental.509 It has been
observedd that the figures of Youdi, Moran and his son mimic the Old Testament story
andd evoke the same motif of paternal authority.510 But as usual with Beckett's works,
thee interpretative gestures of identification between characters are at best
approximatee (quite in agreement with Beckett's well known warning "the danger is in
thee neatness of identifications"). For if indeed Gaber, bringing the message from
Youdii is the "giver of death," then Moran, even though he is at the same time the
authoritariann father (Abraham), is also the one who is to die (Isaac). Moran's own
wordss confirm this: "I was my father and I was my son." Not for nothing the son's
namee is identical to the father's name: Jacques Moran.511 And if we take into account
thee traditional interpretation of the Old Testament story where Abraham's sacrifice is
"thee foreshadowing or the analogy of another passion,"512 in other words that the
couplee Abraham and Isaac is the paradigmatic Father and Son couple for both the
Oldd and the New Testament, both the superior authority of Youdi and the minor
characterss like that of Moran's son begin looking like iterations of one agency. They
alll collectively bear responsibility for the report, as a singular authority that keeps
iteratingg itself.
Thee mirror play between the characters of Molloy is put into operation. Here
too,, as in Kafka's story, there are two mirrors: a mise-en- and a contre-abyme. On
thee one hand, the figure of Gaber functions as a mirror that reflects to Moran his own
mortalityy (Youdi suddenly appearing as a reflection en abyme of Moran himself). On
thee other hand, Moran's report can also be seen as a mirror that reflects, and
corruptss {mise-en-abime) the essence of Youdi's order (we expect a report to be
truthful,, but Moran's report is false). It is by an interaction of those two mirrors that
thee novel is organized and disorganized at the same time: Gaber's orders gather the
wholee work but Moran's recalcitrance to obey them corrupts the work to the point of

5099
In Derrida's essay the "gift of death" stands for the paradox of responsible decision that is always irresponsible
att the same time. This counts for every decision: "there can be no ethical generality that is not always already
subjectt to the Abrahamic paradox." (Hent de Vries, Religion and Violence. Philosophical Perspectives from Kant
toto Derrida (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 176) Abraham's decision and its
paradoxx becomes a singular point in time that re-instantiates itself in all other singular decisions and thereby
gatherss all other decisions, becomes exemplary and universal. The samee interaction of the singular and the
universal,, as has been shown above takes place in the literary work.
5100
Tom Cousineau, The Lost Father in Beckett's Novels," in Beckett & la psychanalyse /& psychoanalysis, ed.
Sjeff Houppermans (Amsterdam, Atlanta, GA: Rodopi, 1996), 79.
Beckett,, Trilogy, 92.
5122
Jacques Derrida, The Gift of Death, trans. David Wills (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 80.
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self-cancellation. .
Thee "report" literally vanishes into itself corrupted by Moran's disobedience. It
openss up with the words "(i)t is midnight. The rain is beating on the windows"513 only
too annul itself at the end: "(t)hen I went back into the house and wrote, It is midnight.
Thee rain is beating on the windows. It was not midnight. It was not raining."514 In this
wayy the "now" from which Moran speaks -- and on which the rest of the narration
hingess -- effaces itself and the whole temporal extension of the novel is contracted to
thiss point of self-cancellation. Yet even though it annuls itself as a truthful account of
anything,, at the same time it marks the birth of fiction, the final overcoming of
Moran'ss earlier declaration of "not intending] to give way to literature."515 The silent
spacee dividing the true from the fictive resembles the "deferring and deferred" force
thatt functions as the mystical foundation of authority of Beckett's novel.
Ass so often in Beckett, a chain of authorities is thereby suggested. Moran's
confessionn "I was my father and I was my son" permits us to see in him an
embodimentt of both God (Youdi's absolute power) and of the sacrificial victim.516
Whatt can be seen from the above reading is that the singular moments of authority in
Beckettt are always dispersed: both inside the novel (who is responsible for the
report?? and to whom?) and outside it. The authoritative characters in Beckett are
echoingg each other: Hamm, Moran and Pozzo to name but a few. Similarly the
trampss form a chain of iterations: Molloy, Mercier and Camier, Watt, Malone, Vladimir
andd Estragon. Authority in Beckett is dispersed most visibly in How It Is where it
becomess the authority of an identification number. Again it is this dispersal that
seemss to produce here the effects of authority and responsibility. It is also in that
workk that we can see most clearly that, paradoxically, the position of the passive
victimm and of the "tormentor" is substitutable. It is impossible to gather all those
iterationss conclusively into one singular moment: their role is rather to reinforce each
other,, producing together a kind of punctual, or as Derrida calls it at another place,
"contrapuntal"" force by way of which Beckett's work affirms its own authority.517

5133

Beckett, Trilogy, 92.
Beckett, Trilogy, 176.
5155
Beckett, Trilogy',152.
5166
The iteration of the sacrificial story of Abraham and Isaac is quite striking in Beckett, especially when Hamm
recountss how he forced a father to let his son die. "I finally offered to take him into my service. (...) In the end he
askedd me would I consent to take in the child as well (...) I can see him still, down on his knees (...) It was the
momentt I was waiting for (...) I put him before his responsibilities." Beckett, Complete Dramatic Works, 118,133.
5,77
Derrida, The Deaths of Roland Barthes," 295/304.
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Molloyy read in this way is a parable; it does not have philosophical
pretensions.. And yet we might say that it has what Derrida calls a "philosophical
dunamis,"dunamis," in that it provokes us "to think phenomenality"518: it incites a reflection on
thee phenomenality of the literary medium. And that means not only the
phenomenalityy of the fictive world given to us by literature but also the phenomenality
off the literary medium itself (its law), its phenomenal authority that is due to the
indefinitee iteration.

BadiouBadiou on Beckett
Beckett'ss project of impoverishment can be seen as in essence a phenomenological
project:: the guiding principle of Beckett's oeuvre ("[cj'était ma chance d'etre plus
pauvre"519)) echoes the opening words of Husserl's Cartesian Meditations: "I have
therebyy chosen to begin in absolute poverty [.]"520 This is not the only coincidence
thatt suggests that the impoverishment emanating from Beckett's work is methodical:
thee phenomenological method would be a perfectly logical next step after Beckett's
earlierr reflections on Cartesianism. In his reading of Beckett's "testamental" and
"recapitulary"" text, "Worstward Ho!" Alain Badiou proposes a reading of Beckett's
workk as an exercise in phenomenological reduction.521

Fundamentally,, Beckett's method is like Husserl's épochè turned
upsidee down. Husserl's épochè consists in subtracting the thesis of the
world,, in subtracting the "there is" in order to turn towards the
movementt of the pure flux of that interiority which is directed at this
"theree is." Husserl's lineage originates in Cartesian doubt. (...)
Beckett'ss method is precisely the opposite: it is a question of

Derrida,, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 46.
Ludovic Janvier, "Beckett était obsédé par la voix (interview)," Magazine Littéraire, 1999, 36.
5200
Edmund Husserl, Cartesian Meditations. An Introduction to Phenomenology, trans. Dorion Cairns (Dordrecht
etc.:: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1999), 2.
5211
Alain Badiou, "Être, existence, pensee: prose et concept," in Petit manuel d'inesthetique, (Paris: Seuil, 1998),
137-88 and 180. English translation "Being, Existence, Thought" in Alain Badiou and Alberto Toscano (editor), On
BeckettBeckett (Clinamen Press, 2004), 79-80,107-108.
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subtractingg or suspending the subject so as to see what then happens
too being.522

Att first sight this phenomenological point of view seems to permit an easy
realignmentt with the Derridean reading of Beckett and of literature in general. After
all,, Derrida repeatedly and from the very beginning of his career links his interest in
literaturee to his engagement with phenomenology. Not only does he propose to read
Joycee as Husserl a l'énverse, not only does he play with the idea of a reading of
Husserll upon which "the whole phenomenological enterprise (...) becomes a
novel"5233 (it should be noted that Derrida does not subscribe to that reading), and not
onlyy does he underline Husserl's own statement that fiction in general is "the vital
elementt of phenomenology."524 In an early essay (on the underprivileging, in the wake
off Husserl, of the notion of "force" in Structuralism525) Derrida also quite explicitly
sketchess a representation of the poetic as a force hidden behind phenomenality.

[Philosophy,, during its history, has been determined as the reflection
off poetic inauguration. Conceived apart, it is the twilight of forces, that
is,, the sun-splashed morning in which images, forms, and phenomena
speak;; it is the morning of ideas and idols in which the relief of forces
becomess a repose, its depth flattened in the light as it stretches itself
intoo horizontality.526

However,, Badiou, considered at the moment to be Derrida's most serious rival
"forr that meaningless but unavoidable title of 'most important contemporary French
philosopher,'"5277 and who makes a point of sharply distinguishing his philosophical
5222
Alain Badiou and Alberto Toscano (editor), On Beckett (Clinamen Press, 2004), 107-8. "Au fond, la methode
dee Beckett est comme l'épochè de Husserl mise k l'envers. L'épochè de Husserl consiste a soustraire la these du
monde,, a soustraire le "il y a" pour se retourner vers Ie mouvement ou le flux pur de l'intériorité qui vise ce "il y a."
Husserll est dans la filiation du doute cartésien. (...) La methode de Beckett est exactement Ie contraire: il s'agit
dee soustraire Ie sujet, de le suspendre, pour voir ce qui alors advient è l'être. » Badiou, "Être, existence, pensee:
prosee et concept," 180. Such a reading of Beckett would embrace a whole strain of Beckett critique that reads
Beckett'ss work as a subtracting, chiseling work that in the long run aims at revealing a truth.
5233
Derrida, Edmund Husserl's Origin of Geometry: An Introduction, 144/159.
5244
Derrida, Edmund Husserl's Origin of Geometry: An Introduction, 45/29.
5255
"That the modern structuralism has grown and developed within a more or less direct and avowed dependence
uponn phenomenology suffices to make it a tributary of the most purely traditional stream of Western philosophy,
which,, above and beyond its anti-Platonism, leads Husserl back to Plato" Derrida, Writing and Difference, 27/46.
5266
Derrida, Writing and Difference, 28.
5277
Hallward, Badiou. A Subject to Truth, xxi.
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projectt from those of the "modern sophists" (including Derrida), also in this case does
nott fail to come up with a view of literature that conflicts with that of Derrida.
Onn Alain Badiou's reading, The Unnamable, generally considered to be the
apexx of Beckett's pursuit of his ownn signature, is a cul-de-sac in Beckett's work, a
solipsisticc crisis resulting inevitably from Beckett's earlier Cartesian itinerary. Instead,
thee major achievement of that work is its focus on "the event" (the latter is not the
onlyy term that Badiou's vocabulary confusingly shares with that of Derrida). At first
sight,, it looks as if Badiou's reading of Beckett would provide precisely what is
missingg from my reading (i.e. the singular in Beckett) in order to make a full
transactionn between Beckett and Derrida possible -- were it not that Badiou's reading
presupposess a quite different understanding of the phenomenality and authority of
literature. .
Ratherr than being self-reflective, Badiou insists, Beckett's work is primarily
focusedd on naming events and on exploring what Badiou calls "the generic." Badiou's
claimm that in Beckett -- with a lapse in the main Trilogy -- we encounter a shift
towardss thematizing the event seems quite plausible. One can see this shift in
consideringg Beckett's works in terms of the questions that they ask. The questions of
thee Unnamable528 "Where now? Who now? When now?" pertaining to the
decomposedd human subject can be opposed to the event-related questions "What?"
"Where?"" and "How?"529 posed by the later works. Yet Badiou's sharp distinction
between,, on the one hand, the Trilogy, which he condemns as an impasse in
Beckett'ss work, because it is "folded upon itself" ("plié vers lui même"530), and on the
otherr hand, the remaining works that he praises for "opening onto the other" ("s'ouvre
aa une altérité ... la voix de I'autre interrompt le sollipsisme"531) is not innocuous. This
diagnosiss has its parallel in the way Badiou sees literature in general and the singular
eventt in particular.
Badiou'ss thinking about literature begins with poetry, construed by him as the
highestt form not only of literature532 but also of art in general. According to him this
perceptionn of poetry is valid for the philosophers in general: "since Nietzsche, all
philosopherss claim to be poets, they all envy poets, they are all wishful poets or
5288
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approximatee poets, or acknowledged poets, as we see with Heidegger, but also with
Derridaa or Lacoue-Labarthe."533 Poetry as Badiou sees it appears to have two forms,
whichh we might call "self-reflexive" and "nominative." The general objective of poetry
iss nomination, i.e., to capture in language the singularity of the sensible. The Age of
Poets,, Badiou says, modified this definition to make the poem capture its own
singularity:: there

[t]hee singularity that the poem has to account for is in the end the
singularityy of the poem itself! It is this element of turning back onto itself
[torsion[torsion sur soi-même] of the language's summoning of absolute
singularityy that will be taken as the singularity by which the poem
nourishess itself: from here we get the Mallarmean thesis of a sonnet
thatt does not point at anything else than itself, that is itself an echo of
thee Flaubertian thesis of a novel about nothing; this is modernity. But
thiss nothing, this void, is nothing else but a void surroundend by a
torsionn of an artistic object upon itself, a self-reference of a poem to
itself.534 4

Thee self-reflective form of poetry is "immediately recognizable as a work of
thought."5355 Characteristic of the period that Badiou calls the "Age of Poets," it
belongss to the past.536 It should be noted that Badiou thereby suggests that Derrida's
enterprise,, as poetic in nature (see above) also belongs to that period that reached
itss closure with Celan's work. Forced "by the absence of free play in philosophy" into
aa position where it had to attempt to replace philosophy, the writing of the Age of
Poetss (that Badiou loosely associates with the modernist project of self-reflection and
considerss to have been completed with Celan) was "sutured to philosophy."537 Badiou
readss Celan's work as an "avowal, that poetry no longer suffices to itself; that it
5333
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requestss to be relieved of the burden of the suture; that it hopes for philosophy
relievedd of the crushing authority of the poem"538 - a reading, as Badiou admits,
exactlyy inverse to Derrida's whose project "pronounces the ineluctable suture of
philosophyy to its poetic condition." Celan's poetry, Badiou says, wants to be relieved
off the burden to think itself. "The most profound sense of his poetic work" Badiou
sayss of Celan, "is to (...) free the poem from its speculative parasites, to restore it to
thee fraternity of its time, where it will thereafter dwell side by side in thought with the
matheme,, love and political invention."539 What Badiou might mean by "freeing the
poemm from its speculative parasites and restoring it to the fraternity of its time"540 can
bee glimpsed when we consider another passage.

Everythingg hinges (...) on the sense we give to the encounter between
Celann and Heidegger, a quasi-mythical episode of our epoch. LacoueLabarthe'ss argument is that the Jewish poet survivor could not, what?
Tolerate?? Support? In any case, overlook the fact that the poets'
philosopherr kept in Celan's presence - and in every presence - the
mostt complete silence about the Extermination. I do not for a second
doubtt this to be the case. But there is also the fact, and necessarily so,
thatt to go see the philosopher was to experience what the ascent
"upwardd and back" toward the sense of the epoch could expect from
him,, in the element of the outer-poem. Yet, this philosopher referred to
thee poem, precisely in such a way as to make the poet feel more alone
inn his presence than ever before. It has to be seen that Heidegger's
questionn "what are poets for?," can become for the poet "what are
philosopherss for?," and that if the answer to this question is "for there to
bee poets," the solitude of the poet is redoubled. Celan's work makes an
eventt of this solitude by asking, from the position of the poem that an
endd be put to it.541

Thee above fragment seems to suggest that the de-suturing of poetry from
philosophyy that Badiou pleads for not only entails that the poem must be released
5388
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fromm the task of inquiring about the nature of its own medium - or from thinking tout
courtcourt (since this task was particular to the Age of Poets and this age is now
completed).. It means also that the philosopher (in this case Heidegger) owes some
answerr regarding this issue to the poet. But what is the nature of this answer? The
essencee of Celan's disappointment, Badiou seems to be suggesting here, was the
following:: the idiosyncrasy of Celan's poetic project failed to find its conceptual
fulfillment,, completion or closure in Heidegger's response. The de-suturing that
Badiouu says Celan is asking for, implies that not only must philosophy no longer
mistakee its role for that of poetry (the latter now taking on the place of one of
philosophy'ss four starting points or "conditions"), but also that philosophy is expected
too take poetry a step further, towards the reconciliation of poetry's findings with those
off what Badiou calls the "fraternal" disciplines.
Butt that necessarily reduces the role of poetry. No longer, as in the Age of
Poets,, "burdened" with the philosophical task of thought, i.e., with the duty of selfreflection,, poetry is left with one remaining task (in Badiou's eyes the essential task
off poetry): namely nomination. No longer self-centered, sutured to philosophy or selfreflective,, this poetry is focused on naming the singular event. This naming is indeed
onee of the conditions of philosophy. On Badiou's reading, naming is necessary for
thee philosopher whose "ethical task of thought" is to formalize the laws of the
singular.. In other words, formalizing the laws of the singular that the poem names, is
noo longer the task of the poem. Instead, the "speculation" of which the poem is
"freed"" returns to its proper realm, namely, philosophy: "for a philosopher, a certain
typee of a poem guides or orients the speculation."542
Badiouu reads Beckett's work as at least in part a poetic enterprise: "ses
dernièress proses sont plutöt comme l'effet d'un poème latent,"543 "il s'agit d'une
entreprisee [...] a demi gagnée par Ie poème."544 What is it that saves Beckett from
eitherr being classified by Badiou as a part of an exercise of thought that, however
valuablee and inspiring for philosophers, has now been brought to its completion (in
thee "Age of Poets"), or from being classified as nomination without the exercise of
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thought?? To answer this question we need to examine Badiou's reading of Beckett in
moree detail.
Badiou'ss reading of Beckett focuses on the question of whether, and if so, in
whatt way, Beckett's work allows room for affirmation - of meaning, freedom or
downrightt happiness. To the widespread perception of Beckett's work as being
primarilyy a reflection on human misery,545 Badiou's remarkable L'increvable desir
opposess an image of "another Beckett (...) — one expressive of giving and the
happinesss of existence."546 It is a little strange that among Beckett critics, the book
hass gained a reputation as one that "effectively summarizes ideas about Beckett's
outputt which have been making themselves heard more forcefully over the last
decadee or so."547 The originality of Badiou's input in the reception of Beckett,
understatedd by the above comment, lies in his focus on chance (encounters,
happenings,, occurrences and events) in what seemed before to be the totally
predestinedd world of Beckett's fiction, and by thinking affirmation precisely in terms of
thee affirmation of the aleatory. By dealing with the notions of chance and event,
Badiou'ss book is essential for the understanding of Beckett's attitude towards the
unique. .
Badiou'ss starting point is indeed not very new: he evokes the somewhat
outdatedd (but still widespread) reception of Beckett's work as of a nihilist project in
whichh the imagery of bareness, impotence and destitution is tacitly assumed to
representt the human condition of overwhelming impossibility. This could be the
impossibilityy of knowledge and meaning at the cognitive level, of justification at the
levell of values or of freedom and happiness at the existential level. As long as
Beckett'ss prose is seen as mimetic, i.e., aiming at the representation of the actually
existingg world, such an interpretation is a more or less direct consequence. The
indisputablee tendency of Beckett's work towards increasing immanence, its focus on
inabilityy (for example the inability to move, to stop speaking or to die) and on other
negativee features of the human condition has facilitated the particularly persistent
5455
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perceptionn that Beckett is a "painter of misery" (by analogy to the expression
"painterss of impediment" coined by Beckett for his favorite painters, the brothers van
Velde).. This reception was widespread, despite early essays by Bataille and Blanchot
(inn the 1950's) that demanded we abandon the "humanist" approach to Beckett and
off Wolfgang Iser's insistence that "Beckett's texts (...) cannot (...) be reduced to the
representationn of a given reality."W8
Inn his L'increvable desir, Badiou offers an explanation for this persistence in
seeingg Beckett as the author whose main aim is to deprive his readers of illusions
aboutt human existence. The reason, Badiou claims, is our having confused "cette
ascesee méthodique, mise en scène avec un humour tendu et volubile," and "je ne
saiss quel pathos tragique sur Ie dénuement et la misère des hommes."549 In other
words,, Beckett's method (of detraction, negation, unsaying), of denuement and

l'ascèsel'ascèse méthodique, so well captured in the title of Worstward Ho, has been
mistakenn for the message. The "real message" of Beckett's work, Badiou argues, is
too the contrary, that of affirmation. On Badiou's account, affirmation is a response to
thee desire to welcome "tout ce qui arrive,"550 whether by assigning a sense to it (the
hermeneuticc approach, characteristic of Beckett's earlier work) or by giving it a name
(thee poetic approach, roughly starting with How It Is, 1961). The "yes" of affirmation is
directedd ahead, towards the possible, towards that which arrives (it is quite natural to
definee the event as that which arrives, since etymologically speaking, it is a tautology:
"event"" means "arrivanf), the event. Hence, affirmation involves the expectation and
hopee of producing a truth.551 If affirmation points towards that which arrives, it focuses
onn accounting for an event.
Thee revisionary nature of this approach to Beckett is by no means evident.
Evenn if we succeed in extricating ourselves, completely and for good, from the
overwhelmingg image of Beckett as a writer of the "human condition" it does not follow
thatt his work presents itself thereby to us as affirmative. It is not difficult to find in the
veryy criticism that opposed the reading of Beckett's work as mimesis, statements to
thee effect that "Beckett's work offers nothing affirmative"552 and that "[i]f one looks for
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affirmationn in Beckett, all one will find is the deformation of man."553 We might blame
thee critique for not being radical enough and not drawing the ultimate conclusions of
itss analysis. However, a more probable explanation seems to be that the
interpretationn of Beckett's work in terms of affirmation does not emerge as a direct
consequencee of parting with the mimetic reading. Neither does it directly follow from
conceivingg Beckett's work in terms of a methodical inquiry. It is difficult to find a
sufficientt reason for the radical revision in the reading of Beckett's work suggested by
Badiouu unless a totally new aspect of this work is put into focus. This new aspect for
Badiouu is Beckett's interest in the event. This emphasis on the event, and not the
contestablyy new insistence on Beckett's work not being mimetic is the true novelty of
Badiou'ss reading of Beckett. There is a difference between reading Beckett as a
masterr of black humor, for whom repetition is an inexhaustible source of hilarious
one-linerss (consider the following citations: 'there is rapture, or there should be, in
thee motion crutches give."554 And "to see yourself doing the same thing over and over
againn fills one with satisfaction"555), and reading Beckett as an enterprise driven by
hopee -- for hope is inextricably linked to the unpredictable. Whereas a totally
predestinedd world does not have to be equivalent to misery alone, it is not conducive
too hope or freedom. Consequently, Badiou reads Beckett's work not merely as a
simplee methodical suspension of mimesis, but as a methodical inquiry that aims at
beingg able to account for the unpredictable.
Whenn Badiou claims that "tout Ie génie de Beckett tend a I'affirmation, de
fagonn presque aggressive,"556 when he discovers a "bizarre énergie" in Beckett's
texts,, and he calls Beckett's style "affirmatif, presque violent,"557 the "affirmation" in
questionn stands for a vigilance and openness towards that which comes as a radical
surprise,, a surprise that is "so singular that it has already disappeared at the very
momentt of its taking place" ("si singulier que ga a déja disparu quand ga a eu lieu"558).
Badiouu formulates the objective of his own philosophical search as a step further: the
ethicall task of thinking ("une question d'éthique de la pensee"559) is to formulate a
"system"" to receive the unpredictable that poetry attempts to name.
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Butt when we think about Beckett, we might ask ourselves: what is being
affirmedd precisely? After all there are very few surprises in Beckett's narratives. His
remarkk about Endgame testifies that Beckett conceived at least some of his work as
freee of chance: 'there is no accident [...], all is based on analogy and repetition."560
Badiouu interprets Beckett's work as affirming "events," with examples oscillating
betweenn "freedom," "love," "truth" and "language." Beckett's affirmation gains here
thee status of an unreflected (non-speculative), and yet "methodic" nomination.
Badiouu contests the claim that in Beckett's work there is no room for the
singularr event by arguing that the whole corpus gradually opens up so as to account
forr the possibility of such an event. "We turn towards event." "Bit by bit, not without
hesitationss and regrets, the oeuvre of Beckett will open itself to the accidental, to the
suddenn modifications of the given."561 In particular, Badiou perceives Beckett's early
novell Watt as the "interrogation of the event" ('Tinterrogation sur 1'événement"). One
off those (extremely rare) incidents more than others - the famously puzzling incident
off the tuning of the piano in Watt- corresponds perfectly to Badiou's definition of the
unpredictable:: it has "no [material] thickness" ("aucune épaisseur").562 The soundeventt of "III Seen III Said" captures Badiou's attention too: "During the inspection a
suddenn sound. Startling (...) the mind awake. How explain it? And without going so
farr how say it?"563 This central function of the event has according to Badiou been
forgottenn in the most famous works by Beckett like Waiting for Godot and The
Trilogy,Trilogy, but resurfaced again in the so called "second trilogy" (a triptych consisting of

Company,Company, III Seen III Said and Worstward Ho) - in particular in /// Seen III Said an
WorstwardWorstward Ho.
II return now to the vexed question of how to locate Beckett's work in Badiou's
system.. Badiou not only credits Beckett's work after the 1960's as a way out of the
solipsisticc impasse; he also argues that there is a typically poetical move to
"nomination"" in Beckett's work after the 1960's,564 and that Beckett's later work has a
poeticc quality. According to Badiou, the essence of poetry is naming the singular. In
virtuee of this poetic quality, should we read it as a case of pure nomination, or rather
off a poetic, self-reflective effort to practice philosophy? In other words, does Badiou
5600
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readd Beckett as one more exemplification of the Age of Poets, a poetic writing
chasingg "the disappearing singularity of the poem itself?"565 Or, is his writing one that
names,, where the poem is the privileged means of welcoming the unpredictable in
thee realm of language, preparing thereby the way for philosophy?

Poetryy is that, which in language - other arts do it otherwise than in
languagee - summons to the absolute of singularity.566

Inn Badiou's Conditions, the chapter on "Beckett's Generic Writing"567 is the only
onee that is not titled in terms of a relation between philosophy and one of its
conditionss (the other chapters deal with philosophy and poetry, philosophy and
mathematics,, philosophy and politics, philosophy and love and finally philosophy and
psychoanalysis).. The chapter on Beckett closes the book and is thereby either a
transition,, a radicalization, a step beyond the argumentative pattern of the whole or a
supremee gathering, completion and exemplification of the defended thesis. In the
formerr case this would imply that Beckett's writing somehow escapes the system
propoundedd by Badiou {the system in which it would function as a condition of
philosophyy with philosophy retaining its separate function). In the latter case,
Beckett'ss writing would function as an exemplification of Badiou's system. In calling
Beckett'ss writing "generic" (while also insisting that generic procedures are conditions
off philosophy568), Badiou makes clear that Beckett's writing also belongs to the
categoryy of the conditions of philosophy (the conditions that nevertheless must
remainn separate, "de-sutured" from philosophy). The exceptional quality of Beckett's
writing,, according to Badiou, resides in its being a perfect exemplification of the
system.. Whereas the poem is only one of the four conditions of philosophy (the other
threee are the matheme, the political and love - each of them with its own 'truth
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procedures"),, and whereas the age of the poets is completed, Beckett does more
thann exploring the poetical alone - he explores all of the four conditions about which
Badiouu speaks (love, science, politics and art). In other words, Beckett's writing is a
kindd of superior nomination that opens the way for philosophy's task of thought. It
exceedss the Age of Poets by giving up its speculative task. On the other hand it
exceedss any mere nomination focused on naming "this particular sunset"569 by
comingg up with a method, "technique, and an 'experiment' comparable to those of
Descartess and Husserl."570 But, in nomination (where each of the multiple generic
truthss has a content), it will never reach the task of philosophy that is "the thinking of
thee generic as such."57' Strangely enough, Badiou accords Beckett's last,
recapitulatoryy text Worstward Ho the status of "a short philosophical treatise, a
treatmentt in shorthand of the question of Being."572
Itt seems that Badiou is right in insisting that Beckett's way of impoverishment
(thiss impoverishment including, furthermore, a humor that tends to disappear in
Beckett'ss later works) is to be seen as a method of inquiry and not as a reflection on
thee human condition. He is also right that in Beckett's later texts this method of
inquiryy is directed towards the event. What is striking in Badiou's reading of Beckett
iss that it falls short of accounting for the qualities of the Trilogy, considered by many a
tourtour de force but that in Badiou's reading gains the label of the impasse in Beckett's
work.. This goes together with his complete disinterest in the issues of authority, force
andd law that I considered central to Beckett's work (and that Badiou would, perhaps,
condemnn either as a speculative and hence a "modernist" theme in the reading of
Beckettt or as a pure sophistry that focuses on rhetoric instead of on truth.573) This is a
measuree of Badiou's originality but also leaves Beckett somewhat amputated.
Thee fact that waiting for an event is omnipresent in Beckett does not
necessarilyy imply that Beckett's work is an attempt to account for the event itself.
Badiou'ss reading leaves aside the possibility that rather than, or at least next to,
accountingg for an event (eventuality) Beckett's work explores itself, the literary work,
ass the event of accounting. Insofar as this event is shown to examine its own
conditionss Beckett's work can be said to deal with the structural possibility of an
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event.. Which does not necessarily make Beckett's work purely self-centered and
closedd upon itself. The divergence that comes to light here, between my own reading
off Beckett's work as the exploration of the principles of its own law or authority and
Badiou'ss reading of it as the phenomenological quest for the event (a quest that
resultss in naming), says something about the implicit conception of literature.
Noo longer supported by an authoritative unifying intention of the author, what
makess the work appear to us as a singular unity? Badiou invokes the authority of
truthss (about the "human") and of what he calls Beckett's courage (rather than an
intention,, it appears to be something like the scientific courage of a researcher). For
Badiou,, a work like "Worstward Ho" is the record of an experiment where in
successivee detractions Beckett exercises his ability to name in the hope of eventually
namingg the utterly new, until now indiscernible (but not unnamable) event. Writing is
aa "truth procedure." Not surprisingly, Moran's untrue record in Molloy had to be
excludedd from this appreciation of Beckett's work. That work with respect to which
Badiouu was forced to observe silence shows that, in contrast to Badiou's system,
Beckettt does not leave the notion of writing unchallenged: a record (and a work is
one)) establishes its own law and is capable of reflecting on it.
Forr Badiou, the law-aspect of literature is not relevant because he appeals to
aa different kind of authority: the authority of truth to warrant the Tightness of the
record.. In the modernist conception of literature the work produces its own authority
byy reflecting upon itself as a medium and thereby on "the law." By contrast, when
literaturee is conceived as nomination it has an external goal: to say 'the truth." Now,
whereass both Derrida and Badiou agree that literature is more than self-reflection,
thatt literature is open to its exteriority, there is a significant difference between their
views.. Derrida insists that the two (opening to alterity and self-reflection) must
coexist.. Badiou, utterly disregarding the possibility that the institution of literature may
nott want to give up the autonomy it had gained in the Age of Poets, considers the
literaryy work's self-reflection a burden and an unnecessary task of which literature
shouldd be relieved. Whereas they both seem to put a link between literature and the
phenomenologicall method, Derrida accords literature a far higher status: literature,
ratherr than merely extending and imitating phenomenology's method would provide,
att least in its potentiality, in its dunamis, the possibility of questioning the
phenomenologicall point of view (in particular by putting in question phenomenology's
complicityy with the metaphysics of presence).
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Thee authority of the work is what Derrida calls the "power" or the "force" of the
work.. With the author having effaced himself we may speak of "ghosting" or
permutationss of authority {an early interpretation of Beckett's How It Is speaks about
"authoritéé de nombres"574) - where the author's authority has been taken over by the
iterativee force of the "signature." The source of authority is thereby rendered
undecidable,, vacillating.
Inn the end for Badiou literature seems to derive its authority from philosophy:
nott only is literature's pursuit of truth situated as a condition of philosophy (one of the
four)) but also the successful ness of this pursuit is retrogressively recognized (or not)
byy philosophy. This leads to the paradoxical situation in which, after vindicating the
de-suturingg of literature from philosophy and declaring the completion of the "Age of
Poets,"" Badiou chooses as his literary example what he will later praise as a
"philosophicall treatise": Beckett's "Worstward Ho." Perhaps the de-suturing of
literaturee and philosophy is better completed in Derrida after all. The status of
literaturee in his thought seems to be more respectful of the distinctness of the literary
phenomenonn (and institution) than the status that Badiou grants to it in his reading of
Beckett::

that

of

mimicking

philosophy

by

performing

an

operation

of

phenomenologicall reduction.
Shouldd literature feel threatened by Badiou's attempt to relieve it of the tasks
hee considers properly philosophical? His overt intention is to protect the distinctness
off literature. Yet it is very uncertain whether this distinctness can stand without
literature'ss reflecting on its own phenomenon. This was Beckett's preoccupation from
hiss early parable on writing (Molloy) to his 'testamentary" reflection {Worstward Ho,
wheree in adopting the procedure of negative theology Beckett explores the originary
silencee from which language derives its force: the mystical foundation of its authority)
onn the nature of literature's medium: language.

Jean-Mariee Magnan "Les chaines et relais du néant" in Bishop, ed., Cahier de L'Herne: Samuel Beckett, 288.
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